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Abstract. The purpose of the paper is to investigate and analyze how political cartoons
are used to portray a country’s geopolitical code. To analyze this problem, the author has
focused on one specific issue: the RussianUkrainianCrimean Crisis of 2014. Through
numerous different themes appear, most of them portray a main standpoint. The purpose
of this project is to look into the different themes that come about from these political
cartoons, and to determine the main idea that all of the cartoons are trying to illustrate. To
do this, the author looked at several different political cartoons from both American and
Russian sources, acquired and analyzed several of them, and then drew up the overall
theme that all of these cartoons portrayed.
Introduction. So far, 2014 has been a very interesting year from a geopolitical
standpoint, as geopolitics have begun to heat up again. China is becoming more and
more territorial of its land and coastal areas while Iran is working towards Middle Eastern
domination by using terroristic methods (Mead, 2014). Perhaps one of the most important
events of this year, however, has been Russia and it refocus on becoming an acquisitional
power. While the foreshadowings of the event were overshadowed by the events of the
XXII Olympic Winter Games in Sochi, Russia, the events of the Crimean crisis began to
snowball after the Closing Ceremonies. The events to follow are sure to affect Russian and
eastern European international relations for years to come.
Crimea is a peninsula located on the Black Sea between Russia and the Ukraine.
Originally an autonomous republic within the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic,
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Joseph Stalin annulled Crimean autonomy in 1945. Nikita Khrushchev would later transfer
Crimea to the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic. According to the Pravda, Crimea was
transferred to the Ukrainian SSR after “taking into account the integral character of the
economy, the territorial proximity and the close economic ties between Crimea Province
and the Ukraine Republic” (Calamur, 2014). These ties, however, are a stretch, according
to Lewis Siegelbaum from Michigan State University. Siegelbaum states argues “that
Crimea’s cultural links with Russia were far stronger and, at the time, there were slightly
more than three Russians in Crimea for each Ukrainian . . . The idea that Crimea and
Ukraine had economic similarities, as Pravda noted, was a stretch, wince the peninsula
was mostly a tourist destination for the rest of the Soviet Union” (Calamur, 2014). He
alleges that Khrushchev was “very fond of Ukraine” and that he “felt great affinity with
Ukraine” (Calamur, 2014). This “gift” from Khrushchev to the Presidium of the Ukraine
Republic Supreme Soviet is now serving consequences to both the Russian Federation
and the Ukraine.
Calamur’s NPR article suggests that when Khrushchev transferred the Crimean
Province to the Ukraine, he didn’t expect the Soviet Union to collapse. However, when the
Soviet Union did just that forty years later in 1991, it set the stage for continued instability
within the Crimean Province. In 2006, a NATO Exercise involving the Ukraine and the
United States was cancelled after an AntiNATO protest in Feodosiya, a port city within the
Crimean peninsula (2006 antiNATO protests in Feodosiya, 2014). According to the a
2011 poll from the Razumkov Center, 51% of Crimeans considered NATO a threat, which
is more than double the average rate of the rest of Ukraine (InterfaxUkraine, 2011).
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Additionally, according to the 2001 Ukrainian Census, 58.5% of Crimeans considered
themselves Russian (State Statistics Committee of Ukraine, 2001). Many Crimeans were
not happy with their current affiliation, and that would set up one of the most interesting
political events of the 2014 year.
Nearing the end of 2013, Euromaidan protests began to be held across the
Ukraine after President Viktor Yanukovych did not sign the UkraineEuropean Union
Association Agreement in exchange for Russia to buy Ukrainian bonds and to discount
gas prices. Shortly after, riots erupt in Ukraine, leading to the coup and overthrow of the
Ukrainian President Viktor Yanukovych. Violence continues in the region, including several
groups of proRussian extremists. Crimea than votes to join Russia and leave their
autonomous relationship with Ukraine (BBC News, 2014).
Most countries, especially those affiliated with NATO, back the Ukraine in their
conflict with Russia. Russia maintains that they had a duty to intervene in the overthrow of
the Ukrainian government. Putin describes the situation in Ukraine as “an unconstitutional
coup and a military seizure of power” (BBC News, 2014). Russian Foreign Minister goes
further to say that “this crisis was not created by us” (BBC News, 2014). Meanwhile, the
United States and other world leaders viewed the intervention as overstepping, which led
to numerous sanctions against the Russian Federation and proRussian militants.
Mass media is one of the best ways to disseminate information in many ways,
including a country’s geopolitical code. For example, the Reader’s Digest provided
commentary on the NSC68 document to its readers to disseminate the information, which
in turn allowed its readers to understand and support the role our country played in the
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world (Flint, 2012). After the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, that killed thousands
of Americans, the White House reached out to Hollywood and the entertainment industry to
get help to publicize the country’s changing political code (Dodds, 2007). While illustrators
might come up with an opinion on their own, I would argue that most of them probably draw
their political cartoons based on other sources, such as Twitter accounts of government
leaders, other newspaper articles, and other illustrators.
Data and Methodology. The bulk of my research is based on the news media’s portrayal
of the Crimean Crisis of 2014, especially those which portray the issues using political
cartoons. These secondary sources I find to be extremely telling in not only the sentiments
of the artist, but often times portray the opinion of the majority of the audience as well. Most
of my articles are from Daryl Cagle’s The Cagle Post, but I did reach out a bit more and
looked at some Russian newspapers to see how they portrayed the Crimean Crisis. With
the Cagle cartoons, I simply looked at all of the comics in the Russia and Crimea category.
I created 22 different categories in a spreadsheet, and went through each of the 51
different comics.
One of the biggest difficulties that I had was going through the comics, and finding
another theme that should be added. I then would have to go through them all again,
seeing if the theme appeared in other cartoons. This happened on numerous occasions
during my data collection. I would also put the error rate relatively high, as my objective
view could have overlooked some of the themes due to either being very small within the
cartoon, or at a higher level than I can comprehend. Finally, the Cagle cartoons that I
collected and analyzed the data with seemed to be mainly from the American point of view,
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and not from a worldwide point of view. This did not affect my research, however, as the
relatively few Russian cartoons needed specific things to be compared with. As far as the
statistical analysis of the data, the spreadsheet allowed me to determine how often a
theme occurred, especially in regards to another theme. I also did a bit of qualitative
analysis as well, such as analyzing why Russia often is portrayed as a bear and why Putin
is often portrayed as shirtless.

Analysis. While some aspects of my research were quite predictable, others were a
shock to discover. Most of the cartoons are very complex, incorporating several different
themes in them. Therefore, some of the cartoons may be seen multiple times in the
analysis.
Vladimir Putin. Perhaps one of the most expected themes/people seen in the political
cartoons was President Vladimir Putin, President of the Russian Federation. Overall, most
of the cartoons portray Putin very negatively, such as in Figures 2 and 4. Figure 2, “Putin
Ukraine Purse Bandit,” is a politically cartoon created by Daryl Cagle. This cartoon is rich
in many different themes. First, Putin is portrayed shirtless (see Shirtless Putin). Shirtless
Putin is seen stealing a lady’s purse. The most ironic thing is that the purse is in the shape
of Crimea. Figure 4, “Putin the Burglar” by Olle Johansson of Sweden, portrays Putin as a
burglar, with the house being Ukraine and the “find” being the Crimean peninsula. Both of
these portray the same theme: that the Ukraine is being taken advantage of by President
Putin. Crimea is most often portrayed, either in shape or name, as something that is being
taken advantage of. Figure 3, “Putin and Ukraine”, a political cartoon by Jimmy Margulles,
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portrays President Putin as Gene Kelly from Singing in the Rain. Discretely on the wall is
a poster that says “Diplomatic Isolation.” Margulles is attempting to characterize Putin as
someone who loves diplomatic isolation. According to Nigel Morris of The Independent,
Secretary of State John Kerry had just “threatened new measures to isolate Moscow
‘politically, diplomatically, and economically’” (Morris, 2014). This cartoon would insinuate
that Putin and the Russian Federation was fine with isolation, as it had been for decades
during the Communist Era. This would make sense as Russia is just now looking into a
“truce,” so to speak, nearly four months later (Herszenhorn, 2014). Finally, Figure 1,
“Devoted Crimea” by Rachel Gold of Vienna, Austria, depicts a sad Putin being held on to
by Crimea, as if it were a child that did not want to leave his Daddy. Gold is surely trying to
portray the vote of Crimean citizens that allowed Russia to annex the Crimean peninsula
(SmithSpark, Magnay, and Walsh, 2014).

Figure 1. “Devoted Crimea”.

Figure 2. “Putin Ukraine Purse Bandit”.
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Figure 3. “Putin and Ukraine”.

Figure 4. “Putin the Burglar”.

Shirtless Putin. As seen in Figure 2, Putin is often times portrayed shirtless. In fact, out of
the 27 times that Putin appears in a political cartoon in the Russia and Crimea section of
Cagle’s website, 17 of them depicted a shirtless Putin. That is 63% of the time. While
Figure 2, depicts Putin as an overweight man, some of them do show Putin to be in shape.
Figure 5, “Putin Bear” by Rick McKee, shows a ripped Putin holding back an angry
Russian Bear (see Russian Bear), adorned in former Soviet Union garb, all while
appearing to attack President Barack Obama. Keeping with the former Soviet Union
references, Figure 6, “Putin on Ukraine” by Mike Keefe, a Pulitzer Prize winner, shows a
shirtless Putin debating with himself whether or not to “flex more muscle on Ukraine” while
consulting with his “personal trainer,” shown in the top right of the cartoon as Joseph Stalin.
There were several cartoons that referenced the Soviet Union and a reversion to old ways
in one way or another, whether it be the hammer and sickle, old Soviet leaders, or even an
iron fist. Figure 7, “Chess Master Putin” by Taylor Jones, shows a devious looking Putin,
shirtless, and wearing a gold medal, likely referencing the February 2014 Winter Olympics
in Sochi, Russia. His chess pieces are tanks, which help to deepen the fear painted with
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this cartoon. I found a little more humor in the cartoon in Figure 8. Figure 8, entitled
“Russian Empire” by Mike Luckovich, illustrates several different points. First, we have
shirtless Putin, followed by a ridiculous excuse to invade Crimea, and concluding with the
easytooverlook shirt. Shirtless Putin is asked by President Obama why he is “sending
troops into Crimea?” to which Putin responds “to find my shirt.” The shirt says “Russian
Empire.” So, essentially, what this cartoon is saying is that Putin is entering Crimea to
regain the Russian Empire.

Figure 5. “Putin Bear”.

Figure 7. “Chess Master Putin”.

Figure 6. “Putin on Ukraine”.

Figure 8. “Russian Empire”.
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There are a few different opinions about what shirtless Putin is trying to depict.
Some argue that it is depicting a greater tolerance to homosexuality and homosexuals
(Photo District News, 2007). I would argue that it depicts an aggressive stance, as if he
were trying to intimidate into submission the other party. I feel that Figure 7 shows that
theory well.
Russian Bear. The Russian Bear depicts differing views based on where the source is
from, and this holds true for political cartoons (Russian Bear, 2014). In the 1980 Moscow
Olympics and the 2014 Sochi Winter Olympics, the bear was depicted like a teddy bear
and as the de facto mascot for the Games. However, with it being a bear after all, it makes
it very easy to depict the bear in a bullying way when drawing the cartoons. A very good
example of this is Figure 5, shown above. Figure 9, “A Tear for Ukraine” by Bill Day,
depicts a very aggressive bear tearing out of the skin of a soft, cuddly looking teddy bear.
Day is likely portraying the transition from the Russian Bear of the Olympics to the Russian
Bear of the Crimean Crisis. Gary Varvel’s “Russian Bear,” depicted in Figure 10, shows
an aggressive bear biting on to a cutout of the Ukraine. “Crimea” by Ali Khalil of Bahrain,
is depicted in Figure 11 biting onto Crimea while walking away. Granlund’s “Russia
Moves on Crimea” in Figure 12 goes on to paint a gruesome picture of the Russian Bear
catching a fish, representing Crimea, from water, as the bear says “I’m saving you from
drowning!” Malcolm Evans, of New Zealand, depicts a bit of a different picture than the
others. His version of “Crimea,” shown in Figure 13, shows an angry looking bear carrying
a cub, portraying Crimea, in its mouth. The cub, however, does not look particularly
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worried, which is interesting. He either did not do a good job in portraying fear, or he is
depicting the idea that Crimea wanted to be with Russia.

Figure 9. “A Tear for Ukraine”.

Figure 10. “Russian Bear”.

Figure 11. “Crimea”.

Figure 12. “Russia Moves on Crimea”.

Figure 13. “Crimea”.
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Negative Views of America. Many different illustrators had an issue with how weak
America looked. Many were calling for us to declare war on Russia, or at least put boots
on the ground. Others made fun of both Russia and America at the same time, claiming
that the Crimean Crisis was simply another unjust war like the Iraq War of 2003. When
portraying President Obama in the Russia and Crimea section of The Cagle Post, more
than sixty percent of the time President Obama was portrayed as weak. Figures 1416,
found on The Cagle Post, depict several examples of the negative views that America is
facing in regards to the issue. Figure 14 is poking fun at the traditional American
geopolitical code that President Theodore Roosevelt created: “Speak softly and carry a
big stick.” Many do not feel that sanctions are enough to stop the problems, given that
Russia is an economic power in and of itself and can control much of the oil supply to
Europe (Westphal, 2014). Figure 15 brings the NSA scandals into play, claiming that
President Obama had no intelligence on the political events in Eastern Europe because he
was too busy spying on his own people. Figure 16 references the excuses for military
actions brought about during the Iraq War, as President Putin tries to find an excuse for
military action in the Ukraine.
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Figure 14. “Obama’s Big Stick”.

Figure 15. “Why We Didn’t See Crimea Coming”.

Figure 16. “Troops to Crimea”.

While it would seem obvious that illustrators from other countries, and even our own
illustrators, might have an issue with the United States’ handling on the Crimean Crisis, I
was flabbergasted to discover that even Russians thought that America was being weak in
the face of Putin. Figures 1720 are political cartoons from The Moscow Times. Nearly
every cartoon depicted a negative image of America. Figure 17 shows President Obama
acting as the police of Eastern Europe, while Figure 18 illustrates Obama painting multiple
lines to be crossed, but only one action: sanctions. Figure 19 shows Secretary of State
Kerry giving multiple warnings, but apparently no actions. Figure 20 shows Putin in armor,
all the while sanctions are being thrown at him, while he seems to be unworried, and even
laughing.
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Figure 17.

Figure 18.

Figure 19.

Figure 20.

Overall Analysis. Russia, for the most part, is always portrayed as the aggressor in the
crisis. Surprisingly, the cartoons from The Moscow Times didn’t try to portray Russia as
being in the right. Many of them condemned the expansionism that Russia appeared to be
taking, and referenced back the times of the Soviet Union and their embracement of
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isolation. This is very much the view of all of western Europe and the United States. Many
of the articles, however, showed something that would not be a geopolitical code, but more
of a jab at a person. Most of the comics that included Barack Obama, or actually America
in any way, portrayed Obama or America as weak. This includes Russia, too, though one
could argue that this is part of the geopolitical code of Russia (Russian dominance and
American inferiority). In any case, it is fairly clear that these illustrators are trying to
propagate the geopolitical code of the United States, all the while throwing their own
opinions in as well.
Conclusion. The vast majority of the comics that I found depicted Russia as the primary
aggressor in the conflict, and thus condemned the Federation for its actions in regards to
Crimea. This is also the stance of the United States. In an Executive Order, President
Obama said that Russia’s military presence in Crimea “undermine[d] democratic
processes and institutions in Ukraine; threaten[ed] its peace, stability, sovereignty, and
territorial integrity; and contribute[d] to the misappropriation of its assets” (The White
House, 2014). The Obama Administration has continued to condemn Russia’s actions as
the conflict continues. While some headway has been made between Russia and the
Ukraine themselves, violence continues due to domestic terrorists within the Ukraine (BBC
News, 2014). Aside from the geopolitical codes portrayed in these cartoons, writers and
illustrators of the cartoons were also able to put their own thoughts and opinions in the
cartoons as well. As shown in the Figures in the analysis section, many of the cartoons
paint the picture that Russia is reverting back to the days of the Soviet Union. Many use
the hammer and sickle, while others show previous Soviet Union leaders. Others depict
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the United States as not being forceful enough to get a meaningful change out of President
Putin and Russia. Some even wanted America to go declare war. In any case, political
cartoons, for the most part, accurately depicted the geopolitical code that America holds in
regards to the conflict. America condemns the Russian Federation for their actions with
the annexation of Crimea and the intervention in the democratic process of the Ukraine,
and most of the political cartoons depicted this as well.
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